Agenda at a Glance

**ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN**

9:30AM - 6:00PM

**INTERACTIVE HALL LEARNING STAGE** - featuring on-demand mini sessions

11:00 - 11:50AM

**OPENING KEYNOTE** *LINEUP TBD

12:00 - 12:50PM

**BREAKOUT SESSION I PROGRAM OFFERINGS**

- Power Leaks: Communicating Effectively to Create Impact & Influence
  *Hillary Wicht*, Executive Leadership Coach & Human Systems Expert

- Tapping into Your Inner Genius to Progress Your Career
  *Liz Tran*, Founder, Reset & Author, *The Karma of Success*

- Reclaim Your Time: A Tool to Revive Your Life
  *Jenny Odell*, Writer, Artist & best-selling Author, *Saving Time: Discovering a Life Beyond the Clock*

- Essential Labor: What Caregivers Really Need from Workplaces
  *Angela Garbes*, National best-selling Author, *Essential Labor*

1:00 - 1:50PM

**BREAKOUT SESSION II PROGRAM OFFERINGS**

- Cultivating Creativity in Workplace Culture

- Fixed Flexibility: How to Negotiate What You Need to Stay
  *Meg Myers Morgan*, PhD, Author & Executive Coach

- Strengthening Social Connection, Community, And Collaboration... And Why It Matters
  *Dr. Marisa Franco*, Psychologist, Professor & *New York Times* best-selling Author, *Platonic*

- Navigating Age in a Multigenerational Workplace
  *Carolina Caro*, Leadership & DEI Speaker, Coach, Consultant and Trainer

2:00 - 3:15PM

**AFTERNOON KEYNOTE** *LINEUP TBD

3:30 - 4:20PM

**BREAKOUT SESSION III PROGRAM OFFERINGS**

- Leading Flexible Teams to Do the Best Work of Their Lives
  *Helen Kupp*, Author, *How The Future Works*

- Next Move, Best Move: A Strategic Approach to Lasting Career Decisions
  *Kimberly Brown*, Career and Leadership Expert and Author, *Next, Move, Best Move*

- Transform & Glow: Mastering the Art of Self-Healing
  *Tara Schuster*, best-selling Author; Former VP, Client Development, Comedy Central

- Speaking Up Impactfully...Without Risking Your Reputation
  *Amber Cabral*, Founder, Cabral Co, Inclusion Strategist and Author, *Say More About That*

4:30 - 5:30PM

**NETWORKING**

6:00PM

**EVENT CLOSES**

---

**Stay tuned for the final keynote lineup, including a surprise addition!**

*Margaret Atwood, America Ferrera, Radhika Jones, Ellen McGirt, Nora McInerny, Michelle Zauner*